Abstract-This paper sketches the design of NLS, a scalable naming and location service, and presents an analysis and evaluation of its scalability. NLS resolves textual names to a nearby instance of a set of replicated objects associated with that name, and is designed to scale to the dimensions of a world-wide service. Applications include resolving Web URIs to the nearest cached or replicated objects that provide the associated content. The key design goals of NLS are scalability, performance, availability and ease of administration. NLS is based on a dynamically configured, distributed search tree, with a fat-tree based topology at the global layer and spanning trees at the local layer. Analysis and preliminary empirical results obtained with a prototype implementation indicate that the system scales as expected.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N order to improve scalability, performance and availability, the strict client-server model of the original Web is gradually being abandoned in favor of a model where Web content and services are replicated in different geographic locations throughout the Internet. This trend can be seen in the proliferation of caching proxies [1] , [2] , [3] , content distribution networks (CDNs) [4] , [5] , and the recent interest in active proxy technology [6] .
An increasingly important problem in this context is the ability to locate a nearby replica of a Web resource in response to a client request for that resource. For example, in CDNs, content providers specify URLs that contain the CDN's domain name for all content that they wish to be served via the CDN. Name translation then proceeds as follows. The CDN's DNS server returns an IP address that depends on the subnet address from which the DNS query originates (i.e., the client's location in the network). It does so by looking up the IP address of a CDN proxy close to the client's location. As a result, the client's HTTP request is directed to that proxy. If the proxy caches the requested content, it is delivered to the client; otherwise, current CDNs typically fetch a copy of the content from the origin server.
To reduce user delay and load on the origin servers in the latter case, a more efficient approach might be to try and locate a nearby copy of the requested content at another proxy in the CDN, but this requires an object location service. Also, CDNs are moving to support the caching of more complex resources such as streaming media and dynamically generated content. Resource requirements may allow the caching of such content at only a few proxies. This reinforces the need to locate a nearby copy of a replicated resource. A scalable location service like NLS provides this service.
Also, the IETF is currently defining a framework for Uniform Resource Names (URNs); URNs differ from the familiar URLs in that they are persistent identifiers that do not specify the location, server or address of an associated resource. The framework specifies various resolver services that translate URNs into URLs or URCs [7] . A URN resolver is a location service, and NLS can act as a URN resolver that maps a URN to a nearby replica of the associated resource.
A general naming and location service like NLS must meet the following key requirements:
• Replication and migration of objects NLS supports the replication and migration of objects among servers and proxies in the Internet. In other words, NLS supports multiple bindings of a name to replicated objects at different locations in the Internet. This implies that NLS does not rely on object names to contain location information.
• Locating a nearby replica NLS must resolve a name (e.g., a URI) to a nearby instance of a set of replicated objects that can provide the resources associated with the name. Proximity is defined here in terms of a scalar metric like the static bandwidth or delay of the network path connecting a client and object replica.
• Scalability NLS should be able to support a very large number of names (more than one billion), with associated objects that can potentially be located anywhere in the world.
• Availability NLS needs to remain available in the event of server crashes. In addition, after recovery, the crashed NLS server needs to be able to restore the lost location information to be consistent with the other servers.
• Ease of administration Lastly, NLS must be easily managed, especially when the network topology changes, when adding/removing name resolvers, and during failure and recovery of name resolvers. The existing Internet DNS service does not meet the first two requirements, for several reasons. First, in typical use, it maps a domain name to one or several (round-robin) IP addresses, as opposed to translating an object name to the address of a nearby server that holds the object. Second, even though DNS can be manipulated into mapping a domain name to the address of a "nearby" server, as done in CDNs, it still only resolves the domain (server) name part of the URL as opposed to the whole URL (object name). Since a proxy does not necessarily cache every URL with a given server domain name, DNS does not solve the problem of locating the closest server that provides the requested URL. This paper sketches the design, presents a scalability analysis and shows preliminary empirical results with a prototype implementation of NLS. Our scalability analysis and small to medium scale experiments suggest that NLS should scale to a world-wide service able to maintain in excess of 1 Billion bindings. However, larger scale simulations will be necessary to confirm this assertion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the design of NLS. A scalability analysis is presented in Section IV. Section V presents preliminary experimental results obtained with a prototype implementation of NLS. Section VI offers some conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK NLS was inspired by, and its distributed search tree is based on, the GLOBE location service [8] . NLS improves the scalability and availability of that earlier work via the use of hashcodes to compress names, the use of prefixes to aggregate location information, and the use of a two-layer architecture with fat-trees at the global layer. Moreover, we present a scalability analysis and an experimental evaluation of NLS. GLS [9] is a location service for mobile nodes in ad-hoc wireless networks. Unlike NLS, it is designed for highly dynamic network environments of relatively small scale.
Several prior works consider issues in replicating Web content in the Internet, and in selecting a nearby replica relative to a client HTTP query [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . NLS offers a general and highly scalable solution to the problem of locating a nearby copy of an object bound to a name.
The Internet DNS is a scalable naming system, but it was not designed as a location service. Although it can be manipulated to allow the resolution of a domain name to the "nearest" host server address, it only resolves the domain name part of an URL, as opposed to the full URL. Unless all servers/proxies are guaranteed to store the complete set of URLs with a given server domain name, DNS does not solve the problem of locating the closest server that provides a requested URL.
Lampson's Global Naming System (GNS) [14] is another example of a scalable naming system that relies on a hierarchy of name servers that directly corresponds to the structure of the name space. Like DNS, it is a pure naming system and was not designed as a location service.
Cheriton and Mann [15] describe another scalable naming service. Like NLS, their service is based on multiple levels (three in their case), distinguished by different requirements with respect to scalability, reliability and administration. Like DNS and GNS, their service is a pure naming service and relies on a hierarchy of name resolvers that reflects the structure of the name space.
Attribute based and intentional naming systems [16] , [17] , as well as directory services [18] , [19] resolve a set of attributes that describe the properties of an object to the address of an object instance that satisfies the given properties. Thus, these systems support far more powerful queries than NLS. However, this power comes at the expense of scalability and performance. NLS supports only simple name queries and resolves to a nearby replica of the associated object, but it is designed to scale to a worldwide service with billions of objects.
LDAP [20] is a standardized access protocol for naming and directory services, but does not specify the service itself. It is therefore largely orthogonal to NLS. Active Names [21] are client or server provided mobile programs that locate and retrieve named resources on behalf of a client. The location functionality of NLS could be achieved with active names, but NLS's focus on a single purpose affords it greater efficiency and scalability.
Adaptive Web Caching [22] is a cooperative caching system that uses an application-level forwarding table to locate the nearest cache proxy containing the content of a requested URL. NLS instead is designed as a separate location service used to locate nearby objects in wide-area networks, with an emphasis on scalability and efficiency.
III. DESIGN
In this section, we sketch the design of NLS. Due to space constraints, we focus on aspects of the design relevant to scalability. NLS maps a hierarchical, textual name to a set of object addresses that provide the associated resource. Names in our service consist of a variable number of textual name components, separated by the slash "/" character. As a result, URIs are legal names in NLS. However, NLS makes no assumptions about the meaning of pathname components; in particular, no part of a name is assumed to imply the location of the associated resource. The object addresses are opaque to NLS; in practice, they could represent < IP address, port, pathname > triples, CORBA/IIOP handles, or any other form of object addresses.
NLS is based on a distributed search tree of name resolvers [8] . The scalability of this approach is then significantly enhanced with the following techniques: (1) NLS uses a fattree [23] based organization of resolvers in the upper layer of the search tree to enable systematic replication (for availability) and partitioning (for scalability) of location information among multiple resolvers; (2) NLS uses prefixes of object names to aggregate location information, thus reducing the number of bindings stored, which improves the scalability and performance at upper levels of the search tree; (3) NLS stores object names in the interior nodes of the search tree in the form of 64-bit hashcodes, which reduces storage requirements for NLS servers in return for a rare and slight increase in object lookup time in case of a hash collision; (4) NLS caches name bindings at leaf resolvers to reduce query load on interior resolvers.
High availability is achieved by systematically replicating location information among fat-tree nodes at the upper layer of the search tree, and by using self-organizing spanning trees of resolvers at the lower layer. Ease of administration and dynamic adaptation to a changing network topology is achieved via the ability to dynamically reconfigure the fat-tree in the upper layer and the use of the self-organizing spanning trees of resolvers in the lower layer.
A. Basic Approach: A Distributed Search Tree
NLS name resolvers form a distributed tree, organized in such a way that leaf resolvers attached to the same subtree are "closer" to each other (according to the proximity metric) than leaf resolvers that are attached to different subtrees of the same height. A name binding for an object is inserted into NLS at the leaf node closest to the object's location.
NLS provides the following operations:
• Insertion An insertion of an object binding at a leaf resolver results in the storage of the name-to-address binding in the leaf resolver, followed by an upward traversal from that leaf resolver toward the root, inserting forwarding pointers along the way, as shown in Figure 1 . A forwarding pointer maps an object name to a (set of) child resolver(s) that is (are) one hop closer to the leaf resolver(s) that has (have) bindings for the associated object(s). If at some resolver A along the path, its parent resolver B already contains a forwarding pointer to a different child C, a new forwarding pointer is inserted at the parent resolver to point to A, and the upward propagation is stopped since all the resolvers along the path between the parent resolver and the root already have appropriate forwarding pointers.
• Deletion A deletion of an object from a leaf resolver where it was previously bound causes an upward traversal towards the root. It removes forwarding pointers along the way, and stops at the first internal resolver that has at least one other forwarding pointer for the same name.
• Lookup A lookup of an object at a leaf resolver causes an upward traversal, which stops at the first resolver that contains a forwarding pointer for the object. It then follows the forwarding pointers until it reaches the leaf resolver containing the location information of the object being looked up. A lookup operation is guaranteed to find the forwarding pointer in the lowest common ancestor of the resolver from which the lookup originates and the nearest leaf resolver that contains a binding of the object being looked up. Since it is assumed that objects are bound at a leaf resolver near their location, the lookup operation finds a nearby replica of the object. NLS decentralizes the task of resolving names among a group of hierarchically organized resolvers corresponding to the topological, hierarchical decomposition of the physical domain of objects. Thus, it has the potential to scale well to widearea networks by taking advantage of the inherent locality in the hierarchical organization of location information. The use of forwarding pointers is what enables an object to have multiple bindings at different leaf resolvers, and the inherent locality in the tree structure allows locating a nearby replica.
The simple search tree structure described so far, however, can suffer from both poor scalability and poor availability. First, the single root of the search tree needs to know about every object in the universe, which severely limits its scalability, both in terms of storage and query load. Second, the single parent of each node in the search tree is vulnerable to single-point failure, which results in disconnection of its entire subtree. NLS significantly enhances the scalability and availability of the simple search tree approach, as described in the following sections.
B. Improving Scalability: Basic Techniques 1) Using Prefixes to Aggregate Location Information:
NLS makes no assumptions about the meaning of any component of a name. However, even when using names that do not reflect the location of an object, delegation of name space authority often dictates that names contain the name of the organization that created the associated object. This is to ensure unique name assignment without requiring centralized control of the name space.
NLS is able to take advantage of such conventions as follows. When names contain the name of the organization that creates the associated object as a prefix, the result is a form of locality in the name space. For instance, all URLs with the domain name www.rice.edu are likely to be bound at the name resolver on the Rice University campus. In this case, the Rice leaf resolver is able to create a path of forwarding pointers for all objects with the prefix www.rice.edu by inserting only this prefix. To deal with prefixes, the lookup procedure follows the forwarding pointers associated with the longest prefix match.
When objects are replicated at locations other than their primary (home) location, individual name bindings for these replicated objects must be propagated up the tree. However, prefixes can still dramatically reduce the number of bindings maintained in the upper portions of the search tree by allowing all the primary (i.e., home) bindings of the names in each organization to be represented jointly with a single prefix.
If an object migrates away from its home domain, its binding at the home resolver is removed. However, a lookup for the object starting from a leaf resolver near the home domain may reach an internal resolver containing the prefix for its home domain. When this happens, the lookup will follow the forwarding pointers for that prefix until reaching the object's home leaf resolver, which no longer contains a binding for the object. At this point, the lookup procedure backtracks to the lowest interior node that has another, not yet explored, forwarding pointer.
It is easy to see that such a node must exist if a binding for the given name exists. The lookup mechanism can be implemented either recursively or iteratively, as in DNS.
2) Using Hashcodes to Compress Names: Instead of storing full names associated with the forwarding pointers in the interior nodes of the search tree, NLS stores only a 64-bit hashcode for each name, thus substantially reducing the storage costs in the interior nodes. However, storing hashcodes instead of full names affects the lookup and bind procedure, due to the possibility of hash collisions. During the lookup, it is possible that a chain of forwarding pointers leads to a leaf node that does not actually have a binding for the desired name, but instead has a binding for a name with the same hashcode. This case is handled by the same backtracking procedure described above. With a 64-bit hashcode and a suitable hash function (e.g., a cryptographic hash like SHA-1 or MD5), the expected number of collisions is low, even when the number of bound names goes into the billions 1 . Therefore, the impact of backtracking on the average lookup performance is negligible.
When using hashcodes, full object names are stored only in the leaf resolvers. The procedure for the longest prefix match in a lookup operation is modified as follows to work with hashcodes. In addition to computing the hashcode for the full name, each interior node computes the hashcodes of all prefixes of the name that end with the slash character. Each of the hashcodes is then looked up, with priority given to hashcodes that correspond to longer prefixes.
3) Caching Name Bindings in the Leaf Resolvers: After a leaf resolver has obtained a binding for a name in response to a lookup, it inserts the binding into a cache. Subsequent client queries for the same name are then resolved from the cache, thus reducing query load on the interior resolvers.
To control stale bindings in the cache, two measures are taken. First, cached binding are evicted after a specified timeout. This is to ensure that a leaf resolver does not continue to return bindings for a distant object, even though a nearby copy of the object has become available. Second, a client that finds that it cannot contact an object at the address provided by NLS may re-issue the lookup with a special flag that causes NLS to invalidate any cached bindings for the name.
C. Improving Scalability and Availability: Using a Two-Layer Tree Architecture
The distributed search tree of name resolvers can be logically divided into the global layer, consisting of upper levels of the tree, and the local layer, consisting of lower levels of the tree. The two layers have different performance and configuration requirements. At the global layer, scalability and availability are the main concerns since there are fewer resolvers compared to the local layer. On the other hand, resolvers at the global layer are in charge of large, regional networks interconnected by the Internet backbone, and thus the network topology is relatively static. As a result, changes in the aggregated load on the resolvers in the upper levels of the tree are less frequent. Since the A depth-2 fan-in-3/fan-out-2 fat-tree. Dashed boxes denote logical nodes in the original simple search tree and solid boxes within each dashed boxes denote physical nodes that represent the logical node. The location information (for example, a, b, c, d) at a leaf node are partitioned and replicated among its multiple ancestors for scalability and availability. The location information is replicated among the leaf node's two parent nodes at level 1, each of which then partitions the location information among its own two parent nodes at level 2.
resolvers at this layer are likely run by one or a small number of organizations, relatively tight coordination and global planning of the tree structure is feasible. At the local layer, the scalability is less of a concern. However, the resolvers are likely run by a large number of independent organizations, and topology changes, reconfigurations and changes in load are expected to be much more frequent.
1) Fat-Tree for the Global Layer:
The pressure on scalability at the global layer of the naming and location service necessitates the partitioning of location information among multiple resolvers at each level. At the same time, it is desirable to maintain the overall hierarchical organization of resolvers because of its inherent locality property. To meet both requirements, we employ a form of the fat-tree [23] topology to organize the resolvers at the global layer of NLS.
One implementation of a fat-tree replaces each (logical) node in a simple tree with an increasing number of (physical) nodes in moving from the leaf level towards the root. Proper connections are added between nodes at two adjacent levels, such that nodes other than the roots have multiple parents, and nodes other than the leaves have multiple children. Figure 2 shows one example of a fan-in-3/fan-out-2 depth-two fat-tree, where every non-root node has two parents and every non-leaf node has three children.
In the context of NLS, the multiple ancestors in the fat-tree can be used for scalability or availability. First, each partition of the set of name bindings in a logical node can be replicated in multiple physical nodes to improve availability. Availability is improved because, upon a node failure, a replicated node in the same partition as the failed node can be contacted. Figure 2 shows an example where the location information at a leaf node is replicated among its parent nodes at level 1.
In addition, the set of name bindings that need to be maintained in each logical node can be partitioned among several physical nodes, reducing the storage requirements and query processing load on the physical nodes, thus improving scalabil-ity. Figure 2 shows an example where each of the parent nodes partitions the location information replicated from a child leaf node amongst its own parent nodes. Of course, partitioning and replication can be applied to every logical node in the fat-tree.
2) Routing in the Fat-Tree: We next sketch an algorithm for routing lookup and insertion requests in a fat-tree that uses both partitioning and replication at each logical node. The algorithm guarantees that query traversals are routed upward in the tree in such a way that a matching name is found at the lowest common ancestor of the leaf resolver from which the query originates and the leaf resolver where the closest object associated with the name is bound, regardless of the leaf node from which the query originates.
The routing during upward traversals in the fat-tree is performed based on the hashcode of the object's name, divided into h segments, where h is the depth of the fat-tree. For simplicity, let us assume a fat-tree with full partitioning, where each object is stored in exactly one resolver of a logical node. Here, the ith segment is used to uniquely determine which parent node at level (i + 1) should receive the request, in moving up from a node at level i. It can be proved that such a hashing-based scheme always finds a nearby replica in a lookup operation, just as in the original simple search tree.
When replication is used in addition to partitioning, the ith segment is used to select the partition at level (i + 1), and then one of the replicated resolvers in that partition is selected to handle the query. The replicated resolvers in each parent partition are contacted in the order of their topological proximity to the child node. Normally, queries are directed to the closest node, unless that node failed or is overloaded, in which case the query is forwarded to the next closest replicated resolver.
3) Dynamic Spanning Trees for the Local Layer: At the local layer, scalability is less of a concern, but the ability to automatically reconfigure and maintain the tree structure is important since the resolvers are much more likely to be added or deleted dynamically. In addition, high availability of NLS remains a necessity. Our approach to addressing both requirements is to automatically and dynamically maintain a spanning tree of location resolvers. Due to space constraints, we omit the details [24] .
D. Availability
Next, we briefly discuss the availability of the NLS system. Nodes in the fat-tree at the global level are normally replicated. When a node fails, the peer resolver automatically contacts one of the replicated resolvers in the same partition. This process is completely transparent to users. Once the failed resolver comes back on-line, it recovers its state from another replicated resolver in the same partition.
When a resolver in a spanning tree at the local layer fails, its subtree becomes temporarily disconnected. The children of the failed node enter a configuration phase during which they re-attach to the spanning tree. Service for clients and objects in the disconnected subtree is typically disrupted for up to a small number of seconds during this process.
As mentioned above, the spanning tree of resolvers at the lower level of NLS is fully self-organizing. Space limitations prevent us from a complete discussion of the ways in which the fat-tree can be initially configured, and over time dynamically reconfigured and adapted [24] .
E. Proximity
Proximity in the NLS search tree is assumed to be based on a scalar proximity metric, such as the static bandwidth or delay among portions of the network. It is assumed that the proximity metric reflects static properties of the underlying physical network, rather than prevailing traffic conditions. The spanning trees at the local layer organize themselves based on the measured distance among NLS resolvers, according to the proximity metric, using techniques such as recording the minimum of a series of ping (delay) or packet-pair techniques (bandwidth). Configuration at the global layer is manually driven and based on the known backbone network topology and/or network measurements.
F. Scalability Discussion
We next turn to a qualitative discussion of the design of NLS with regard to scalability, performance and availability. An analytical study of the scalability of NLS and a preliminary quantitative evaluation of a prototype implementation of NLS will be presented in the following sections.
We begin with a discussion of NLS's scalability. Our goal is for NLS to scale to a world-wide system that can map on the order of 1 Billion names. Let us first consider the scalability of the root with respect to storage requirements. In the worst case, every name bound in NLS requires a mapping in the logical root of the search tree. Every name binding is represented as a 64-bit hashcode, a bitmap reflecting the forwarding pointers plus some data structure overhead, for a total of no more than 16 bytes. This implies a total storage requirement of 16 GBytes for the logical root, which can be implemented by 16 partitioned resolvers with 1+ GBytes of main memory each. This figure must be multiplied by the replication factor needed for high availability and load distribution. Assuming a minimal replication of four, a minimum of 64 resolvers are needed for the root, which is entirely feasible.
Also, due to NLS's use of prefixes, this figure is likely to be a loose upper bound on the actual storage requirements. Let us assume that each object has a home location (e.g. the primary server of a Web resource) and that the names of all such objects at a given home location have a common prefix, due to naming conventions. Under this assumption, for an individual name to propagate to the logical root requires that the name have associated objects bound in at least two of the subtrees of the logical root, one of which contains the home leaf node. These subtrees represent large areas like large countries or subcontinents. Since a large fraction of Web content is of only local interest, such wide distribution is unlikely.
A second consideration is the scalability of NLS with respect to query load. There are three aspects to query load: the number of resolvers involved in a query, the resulting query processing load on any given node, and the message load on the network. In general, the number of levels that a query ascends upward in the search tree is related to the distance between the originator of the query and the closest replica of the object associated with 0-7803-7476-2/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE. the name. As a special case, object queries that do not result in a match within the subtree of the root from which the query originated (including queries for non-existent objects) must reach a resolver in the logical root. Due to temporal or spatial locality of Web objects and interested clients, many queries can be expected to terminate at low levels of the tree. Moreover, the use of binding caching in the NLS resolvers can be expected to reduce the load on interior nodes of the search tree considerably, since name lookups tend to exhibit spatial and temporal locality.
IV. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS OF FAT-TREE-BASED NLS
In this section, we analyze the scalability of NLS in terms of storage requirements when objects are replicated. The proofs were omitted due to space constraints, and can be found in a technical report [24] .
A. Terminology and Assumptions
We first introduce terminology about fat-trees and relevant parameters in the operation of NLS, followed by a formal definition of a scalability criterion for NLS.
The shape of a fat-tree is uniquely determined by the fanin and fan-out at each node. Figure 3 shows one step of the recursive construction of a fat-tree. Assume we have M depthh fat-trees, each with M h leaves and N h roots. To construct a depth-(h + 1) fat-tree, we add N * N h = N h+1 new roots, grouped into N h groups of N roots each. Next, we connect the ith root of each of the M depth-h fat-tree to all N roots in the ith group of the new roots. The resulting tree structure is a depth-(h + 1) fan-in-M /fan-out-N fat-tree, with M h+1 leaves and N h+1 roots. Lemma 1: A fan-in-M/fan-out-N fat-tree with M h leaf nodes has a depth of h, with N h root nodes. Thus the ratio of the number of roots over the number of leaves is (
h . Throughout this analysis, we consider the following scenario for the use of NLS. It is assumed that NLS supports a cooperative object caching system. Each leaf resolver has a fixed set of objects with a common name prefix permanently bound locally; thus, initially only one prefix per leaf node needs to be bound in the fat-tree. Since the storage requirement for the prefixes is insignificant, the analysis is only concerned with the bindings of objects that are cached away from their home locations.
An (initially empty) object cache is associated with each leaf resolver, which holds replicated remote objects. Each leaf resolver receives a stream of lookup requests from clients in its vicinity, resulting from cache misses in the local object cache. For each name, a remote lookup operation is initiated in NLS to find the binding of a nearby replica of the associated object. Once the binding is returned to the client, the client fetches, replicates and inserts the object in the local cache, and binds the new object replica at the leaf resolver. The object cache can hold a limited number of objects. When an object is replaced, its binding is removed from NLS.
This scenario is very conservative with respect to the scalability of NLS. Since every lookup from a given leaf resolver produces a new replica, the number of replicas and bindings of each name is high, relative to a typical workload and object cache size.
To simplify the analysis, we make the following assumptions. (1) All resolvers have the same amount of memory used for storing bindings. In practice, resolvers may have different amounts of storage. (2) Each client directly communicates with a leaf of a balanced fat-tree of NLS resolvers. In practice, roots of self-organizing spanning trees of local leaf resolvers are attached to the leaves of the fat-tree.
We define the following variables:
• X local denotes the number of objects permanently bound at each leaf resolver. The leaf resolver where an object is permanently bound is called its home leaf resolver.
• X cache denotes the size of the object cache associated with each leaf resolver, used to cache replicas of remote objects.
• X lookup denotes the number of names looked up at each leaf resolver. The following Lemma simplifies the scalability analysis by removing the complexities involved with object cache replacement, and allows the scalability analysis to be described solely in terms of X cache .
Lemma 2: Assume that each leaf node in the NLS looks up X lookup objects and replicates them locally. The state of the NLS at any given point of time during the operation is the same as if each leaf node had only looked up and bound the X cache objects stored in its local object cache at that moment.
We now define two scalability criteria in terms of storage requirements of NLS in the scenario described above:
• Scalability Criterion 1 Given a fixed number of names X local · M h in the name space, and a fixed aggregate object cache size X cache · M h , the number of bindings in any resolver at level l does not exceed the number of bindings in any resolver at level l − 1 in the fat-tree during the operation of the NLS.
• Scalability Criterion 2 When scaling up the size of a balanced fat-tree with the total number of names in the name space proportionally, i.e. by keeping X local and X cache constant, the above Criterion 1 on the number of bindings at each resolver continues to hold.
B. Scalability Condition Definition 1: (Bindup Ratio)
We define the bindup ratio of an interior (i.e., neither root and nor leaf) resolver at level l of the fat-tree as the total number of forwarding pointers referring to the resolver (from resolvers at level l + 1), divided by the total number of forwarding pointers emanating from the resolver (referring to resolvers at level l − 1).
The following theorem specifies a sufficient condition for NLS to meet the scalability criteria defined above.
Theorem 1: (Scalability Condition of Fat-Tree-Based NLS) NLS meets the two scalability criteria if the bindup ratio at each resolver does not exceed the fan-out/fan-in ratio N M of the fattree.
The proof of Theorem 1 is straightforward. The condition will also be a necessary condition if we assume there is no variation in the bindup ratios at each group of resolvers sharing the same set of parent nodes. The above theorem suggests that if the bindup ratio equals one, the number of root nodes must equal the number of leaf nodes 2 . In the following, we discuss two reasons why bindup ratios are smaller than one in practice.
C. Case 1: The Effect of Spatial Locality
One of the factors that reduce the bindup ratio in NLS is the spatial locality in the objects being replicated. Spatial locality of a replicated object is defined here as the distance to its home leaf node in the NLS fat-tree, in terms of the size of the smallest sub-fat-tree that covers the home leaf node and the node where it is replicated. This spatial locality often exists because, despite the independence from physical location that the Internet affords its users, it is likely that much of the information available in the global information infrastructure remains primarily of geographically local interest.
Next, we consider what degree of spatial locality must exist for NLS to meet its scalability criteria, i.e. with the bindup ratios matching the fan-out/fan-in ratio of the NLS. Intuitively, since the ratio of root nodes to leaf node decreases exponentially as we increase the depth of the fat-tree, maintaining a constant number of bindings per root node requires that the number of bindings originating from each leaf node that reach the root decrease exponentially with the depth of the fat-tree. We call this form of spatial locality exponential-decay and characterize it by the following quantity.
Definition 2: (Exponential-Decay Remote Factor E f ) In the pool of X local objects to be replicated at each leaf resolver, the exponential-decay remote factor E f is recursively defined to be the percentage of the objects with home leaf resolvers in the remaining (M h−k−1 −1) depth-(k +1) sub-fat-trees, out of the objects with home leaf resolvers in the remaining (M h−k − 1) depth-k sub-fat-trees in the NLS.
Remote factor E f is defined recursively. In a depth-h fattree, i.e. with M h leaf nodes, out of the X cache /E f objects looked up at each leaf node, X cache originate from the remaining (M h − 1) leaf nodes (depth-0 subtrees), and reach level 1 nodes. Among these X cache objects, E f ·X cache originate from the other (M h−1 − 1) depth-1 subtrees, and reach level 2, and so on. . The scalable column design [25] can be viewed as a fat-tree with fan-out/fan-in ratio of 1. Thus, it is scalable but requires a root resolver for each leaf resolver.
Consider 
out of which, a fraction of E f needs to be bound up further to the roots of the encompassing depth-(k + 1) sub-fat-tree. Thus the bindup ratio at the roots of H k equals E f , and the requirement for meeting the scalability condition is simply E f = N M . In practice, the names of remote objects replicated at different leaf resolvers can overlap, and the number of unique names bound at a certain level of the fat-tree is smaller than the sum of the bindings emanating from all the sub-fat-trees below that level. In this case, the requirement E f = N M is conservative. The remaining question is whether there exists a remote factor E f that is larger than the fan-in/fan-out ratio and still satisfies that the bindup ratio not exceed the fan-in/fan-out ratio.
The analysis below shows that such an E f does not exist, and that the upper bound on E f that meets the scalability condition is N M . Without loss of generality, we assume out of the X cache /E f objects replicated at each resolver, the subset of objects with a same home leaf resolver are uniformly sampled from the X local objects at that same home leaf resolver. We first give a sampling lemma.
Lemma 3: (Sampling Lemma) If we uniformly sample X objects out of a pool of Y distinct objects with replacement, meaning that the pool of source objects stay the same after each sampling, the expected number of distinct objects within the X sampled objects is
In the operation of the NLS, if the set of objects being replicated at each leaf resolver observes exponentialdecay locality with remote factor E f , then the expected number of distinct objects bound at each node at level k of a depthh fat-tree is ( 
where
In the operation of the NLS, if the set of objects being replicated at each leaf resolver observes exponentialdecay locality with remote factor E f , the upper bound on E f that limits the bindup ratio not to exceed N M is N M , and the corresponding expected number of bindings per resolver at any level of the fat-tree is bound by X cache /E f .
1) Controlled Upward Bindings:
In practice, one cannot always guarantee that there is exponential-decay locality with remote factor bounded by N M in the set of replicated objects. To maintain the scalability of NLS under such conditions, each resolver can limit the number of bindings it propagates upwards. We denote this limit the bindup threshold. When the number of bindings propagated upwards by a resolver reaches the bindup threshold, new bindings inserted at that resolver (from its child nodes) are not propagated upwards. As a result, a replica is only visible when looked up from within the sub-tree rooted at the resolver. In essence, controlled upward binding allows NLS to gracefully degrade in the event of insufficient spatial locality in the set of bound objects; insufficient locality merely causes a slight increase in lookup costs and may not produce the nearest replica, but does not affect NLS's scalability.
D. Case 2: The Effect of Cacheability in Web Accesses
One of the uses of NLS is as a location service for cooperative web caching. The degree of spatial locality in this environment is unknown and debatable. However, a recent study [26] showed that caching proxies at all levels of a caching hierarchy absorb client requests (from cache hits), and thus fewer requests reach the upper levels of the caching hierarchy, which ensures the scalability of such hierarchies.
In the following, we analyze the scalability of NLS when used as the location service in cooperative web caching. We show that there is a simple analogy between the bindup ratio at a resolver in NLS and the miss ratio at a cache in a cooperative caching hierarchy, and thus the scalability of a caching hierarchy implies the scalability of NLS in this application.
1) Previous Results on Interior Cache Hit Ratios:
Extending an earlier model by Breslau et al [27] , Wolman et al. [28] present an analytical model to predict steady-state properties of static Web caching systems parameterized by population size, population request rate, document rate of change, size of the object universe, and a popularity distribution for objects. The key formula in the Wolman model predicts the aggregate object hit ratio at a single cache to be monotonically increasing with the size N of the population served by the cache.
Gadde et al. apply the Wolman model to predict the hit ratios at interior caches of a caching hierarchy [26] . The assumption made in order to apply the Wolman model is that each cache in the hierarchy has exactly one parent, and therefore requests for the same object by sibling caches always arrive at the same parent cache. Gadde et al. also applied the model to a CDN network, where a client cache can potentially go to more than one parent cache, by enforcing a URL-hashing-based routing function so that requests for the same object by different clients or child caches will always be directed to the same parent cache.
Using the same set of parameters used as in [28] , which were based on measurements from two large traces, the Gadde model shows that in a two-level caching hierarchy with a root level and a leaf level, as the client population grows while fixing the number of root nodes and the number of leaf nodes, the aggregate hit ratio at the root level monotonically increases until when the client polulation reaches one million, at which point the hit ratio tapers off to a constant close to 100%.
The above predicted hit ratio results can be easily extended to deeper hierarchies of CDN because of the use of URL-hashingbased routing. For example, if the client population has increased by a factor of M , the fan-in ratio of the above twolevel hierarchy, instead of increasing the request load on each leaf-level cache by a factor of M , we increase the number of leaf-level and level-1 caches by a factor of M , and add a new root level of caches, resulting in a three-level caching hierarchy H 3 . To predict the hit ratios at the roots of H 3 , note it can be viewed as a two-level hierarchy H 2 with the same number of roots and whose leaf level corresponds to the collapsed bottom two levels of H 3 , i.e. a subtree rooted at each level-1 node in H 3 is collapsed into a single node in the leaf level of H 2 . The hit ratio at the roots of H 3 is then the same as that at the roots of H 2 , if all the requests going to the subtree rooted at each level-1 node in H 3 are directly sent to the corresponding leaf node in H 2 . This equivalence generalizes Gadde et al.'s result to predict a monotonically increasing hit ratio at nodes higher up in a deep caching hierarchy, when fixing the client population per leaf-level cache.
2) Scalability of NLS in Cooperative Caching: We now show that there is a simple analogy between the miss ratios at caches in a cooperative caching hierarchy and the bindup ratios at resolvers in NLS when used as the location service in cooperative caching.
Consider a caching hierarchy, as assumed in the Gadde model, where URL-hashing-based routing is used to route requests up the hierarchy in case of cache misses. The routing paths between caches at adjacent levels mirror those in a fat-tree topology. Next, an NLS resolver is paired with each nonleaf caching proxy in the hierarchy. Effectively, an NLS network is superimposed on top of the caching hierarchy. If the cache hierarchy has (h + 1) levels, the associated NLS has h levels.
During the operation of the caching hierarchy, a cache miss at a leaf node will be propagated upwards until either a cache hit occurs, or a miss at a root node occurs, causing the node to fetch the document directly from an origin server; the object is then cached along the path back to the leaf node.
In NLS, a lookup by a client node, i.e. a leaf caching node N c , is initiated at an NLS leaf node N n , and propagated up until reaching the first resolver N f that contains a forwarding pointer. Furthermore, after node N c caches the object, it performs a bind of the new cached object at node N n , which propagates the binding upwards until it reaches N f . Thus, for each object cached at a cache node, the associated NLS resolver contains a forwarding pointer. Consequently, the bindup ratio at each interior resolver corresponds to the miss ratio at that caching node. This equivalence implies a monotonically decreasing bindup ratio at the NLS nodes going up the NLS hierarchy. Therefore, there exists a scalable NLS that can be used for cooperative caching when directly used by leaf caches in the Web.
Since the interior cache hit ratio prediction given by the Gadde model only considers cacheable objects, the same assumption was made in the analysis of NLS. Under this assumption, uncacheable objects will be identified by leaf caches from clues in the HTTP headers, URLs, cookies, or expiry, and their requests are forwarded directly to the origin servers.
Lastly, the Gadde model assumes infinite sized caches. However, for our purposes, the model is conservative in that it overstates the effectiveness of the lower-level caches, and thus understates the hit ratios at upstream interior caches, which translates to overstated bindup ratios.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the scalability of NLS by measuring its performance for binding, lookup, and migration/replication operations over a name space consisting of up to 1.3 million of URLs collected from 453 organizations in eight universities in the U.S. The experiments reported below show that NLS scales well to 1 Million bindings, and together with the analysis, suggest that NLS should scale to a worldwide service able to maintain in excess of 1 Billion bindings. However, larger scale simulations will be necessary to confirm this assertion.
A. Experimental Setup, Traces and Methodology
All experiments were run on a dual-processor Compaq AlphaServer ES40 (500MHz 21264 Alpha CPUs) with 1 GByte of main memory, running True64 UNIX, version 4.0F. Our prototype NLS resolver was implemented in Java, using the Java 2 SDK, version 1.2.1.
The NLS name resolver instances use Java remote object invocation (RMI) to communicate with each other. However, to allow experimentation with significantly large NLS configurations (up to 175 resolvers), all NLS resolvers were configured to run in a single Java VM.
To obtain representative names to drive our experiments, we crawled eight US university Web sites. Table I shows some statistics on the URLs we collected. The column labeled "Number of Organizations" shows the number of server domain names that appear in the URLs; they correspond to the prefixes used when binding the URLs in NLS.
To evaluate the scalability of NLS in terms of storage requirement and lookup cost, we run NLS in three configurations, as listed in Table II . All fat-trees have a fixed fan-out 3 and fan-in 4. The home bindings of the URLs are evenly spread among the leaf resolvers in each configuration.
We measure the scalability of NLS in the following replication scenarios: First, each leaf resolver binds the prefixes of local URLs. Each leaf resolver then performs lookups from a pool of URLs with its object cache turned on. The cache implements the LRU replacement policy. We then evaluate the storage requirement and lookup cost in the presence of caching of replicated objects at each leaf resolver.
The pools of URLs used in the experiments are generated such that they exhibit exponential-decay spatial locality, as define in Section IV-C, with remote factor E f matching the fanout/fan-in ratio found locally, no replication occurs as a result of these lookups. Then, among the remaining 3/4 URLs, 1/4 of them are sampled from URLs bound at the other 3 leaf resolvers that are in the same depth-1 sub-fat-tree. The associated objects are replicated and bound locally, and the corresponding bindings only reach the roots of the level-1 sub-fat-tree, beyond which ancestor resolvers already contain forwarding pointers for the prefixes. This recursive sampling process continues until the root level is reached, when (3/4) h percentage of URLs will be uniformly sampled from the leaf resolvers of the other 3 depth-(h − 1) sub-fat-trees.
The measurements reported below assume there is no caching of name-to-location bindings in the leaf resolvers. This assumption yields pessimal results for the average number of remote queries per lookup.
B. Results
For each fat-tree configuration, we use object cache sizes per leaf resolver of 0, 1K, 2K, 4K, and 8K. As described in Section IV-C, for each cache size, the number of bindings in the internal resolvers of the NLS is the same as if only the URLs that are left in the caches were ever bound upwards. Table III shows the storage requirement of the experiment. For each fat-tree configuration and cache size, the corresponding row shows the average number of prefix and URL bindings in the nodes at each level. Note that at a cache size of zero, there is no replication. The results confirm that for each cache size, as we scale up the size of the fat-trees along with the number of URLs in the universe, the number of entries bound at each resolver is bound by X cache · M N , as predicted by Corollary 1. The corresponding number of lookup operations for the above replication experiment are shown in Table IV . For each fat-tree configuration and cache size, the corresponding row shows the average number of remote lookups at the nodes at each level, as well as the the average number of remote lookups per URL looked up at a leaf node. The table shows that compared to the number of lookups with no object cache (lookup), there is a gradual decrease in the number of remote lookups as we increase the cache size. This is because there is some repetition of URLs in the pool of sampled URLs being looked up at each leaf resolver. A repeated URL is satisfied out of the cache if it has not been evicted from the object cache.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper sketches the design of NLS, a scalable naming and location service, presents an analysis of NLS's scalability, and presents results of a preliminary performance evaluation based on a prototype implementation. NLS resolves textual names to a nearby instance of a set of replicated objects associated with that name, and is designed to scale to a world-wide service capable of maintaining in excess of 1 Billion names and objects.
Applications include resolving Web URIs to nearby replicated objects that provide the associated content. The key design goals of NLS are scalability, performance, availability and ease of administration. NLS is based on a distributed search tree, with a fat-tree based topology at the global layer and selforganizing spanning trees at the local layer. Location information is aggregated for names with a common prefix, and hash codes of names are stored in the interior nodes of the tree to improve scalability.
The scalability analysis yields bounds on the spatial locality required in the set of name binding for NLS to scale. Results of preliminary experiments with a prototype implementation confirm the scalability analysis.
